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Abstract 
This thesis is motivated by the fact that the cone on the graph of Hopf map 
S^ —> 52 is absolutely volume minimizing in 股了，which is an interesting example 
of coassociative submanifold invariant under the action of Sp{l) in 股了. Since 
calibration can distinguish a class of absolutely minimizing submanifolds, we 
can use it as a powerful tool for the study of minimal surfaces. So I follow 
some mathematicians' work on the calibration to understand classical examples, 
and introduce a general procedure to construct calibrations in 8m-dimensional 
Euclidean space. Moreover, from the exceptional point of view, we can give 
elegant expression of some calibrations, which facilitate the description of their 
contact set. At last, I will introduce the high dimensional analogue of the Cayley 
calibration. 
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摘要 
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A calibration on a Riemannian manifold X is a closed exterior p-form with the 
property that (p(^) < 1 for all oriented tangent p-planes ^ with unit volume on 
X . The compact oriented p-dimensional planes ^ with the property that = 1 
are said to be calibrated by ip. 
The fundamental theorem of calibrations says that any compact oriented p-
dimensional submanifold M of X, all of whose tangent planes are calibrated 
by (f, is homologically volume minimizing in X. Hence a calibration can dis-
tinguish a class of minimizing submanifolds. So it provides a powerful tool for 
constructing minimal surfaces. 
The family of oriented p-dimensional submanifolds in X associated to a calibra-
tion (p is called (^-submanifolds, and the Riemannian manifold X together with 
the calibration is called a calibrated manifold. 
However, it is not so easy to find a calibration for a given Riemannian manifold. 
Still Harvey [12] discovers a general method to construct calibrations in M®"^  by 
squaring spinors. Theorem 3.2.2 tells us that the mixed form 
$ = 1 6 � o 工 
6 
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where x E S'^ is a unit positive spinor, only has degree 4m components, and each 
4m-form is a calibration with a 4m-plane ^ G being a $-plane if and 
only if ^x = x. Unfortunately, it is not easy to generalize this method to manifold 
of any dimension. 
It is difficult to establish a general procedure for constructing calibrations, and 
the constructed calibration may not calibrate any submanifold, however, there 
still exist many calibrations for which calibrated submanifolds are plentiful. 
The best known example is in the Kdhler manifold: the 2j9-form (p = ^ljP is 
a calibration whose (/^-submanifolds are just the canonically oriented complex p 
dimensional submanifolds. And another well-known example is the special La-
grangian calibration • = Re(dzi 八.••八 dzn) on C", and its ^-submanifolds are 
all special Lagrangian submanifolds. 
Other examples are the associative calibration, coassociative calibration on E'^  = 
ImO and the Cayley calibration on M® = O. Their (/^-submanifolds are the 
associative submanifold, coassociative submanifold and Cayley submanifold re-
spectively. By using the algebra of Cayley numbers, Harvey and Lawson [11] 
give an elegant definition of these three forms. Provided that the associative 
calibration (p G A^/mO and the Cayley calibration • G 八 i s invariant under 
the group G2 and Spin{7) respectively, they describe the contact set of these two 
forms explicitly. 
The calibrations on low-dimensional manifolds are extensively studied, especially 
the Cayley calibration, there are several ways to interpret it. Moreover, Bryant 
6] had generalized it to HP and hyperkdhler manifolds. Also, Harvey and Mor-
gan [9] give a full classification for the degree two and four calibrations in M®. 
This thesis follows the works by some mathematicians on the calibration, The 
first chapter presents the results of calibration theories, and how they are related 
to some kinds of geometries. Then the next chapter introduces the method to 
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construct calibrations by squaring spinors in 8m-dimensional Euclidean space, 
and characterize the contact set of each calibration constructed in this way. In 
the last chapter, we explore certain geometries with exceptional automorphism 
groups, and discuss the calibrations defined in these geometries. A non-trivial 
example of calibrated submanifolds in these geometries is the cone on the graph 
of the Hopf map S^ — S^ in R'', By the fundamental theorem of calibrations, it 
is absolutely volume minimizing in Furthermore, we hope the cone on the 
graph of high dimensional generalization of Hopf map is also absolutely volume 
minimizing. However, I am still looking forward to finding out the answer. 
Chapter 2 
Calibrated Geometry 
Each calibration • can determine a geometry of siibmanifolds, namely those ori-
ented submanifolds for which cf) restrict to be exactly the volume form. In this 
chapter we characterize these submanifolds by using the theorem of calibrations, 
and present two classical examples of calibrated submanifolds. Furthermore, we 
end this chapter by comparing the calibrations with the VCP-forms. 
2.1 Theory of calibrations 
The Grassmannian G(m,R") is the set of all oriented m-dimensional planes 
through the origin of R" , and the good property of the Grassmannian is that 
we can view it as sitting inside a higher dimensional Euclidean space where 
N = n!/m!(n - m)\ is the number of m-dimensional axis planes in R". Using 
these axis m-plarie as the orthonormal basis for E^, i.e., 
{eii 八 . • . 八 : 1 < i i < • • • < im < n } , 
then the N coordinates of any given ^ e G{m, R") are just the projection of a 
unit area in ^ onto the N axis plane. The sign of each coordinate depends on 
9 
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whether the orientation of ^ is the same or opposite to the axis plane. Hence the 
Grassmannian sits in the surface of the unit sphere in R^, and the shape of the 
Grassmannian is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis for E". 
Definit ion 2.1.1 A face of the Grassmannian G{m, R") C R ^ is defined as the 
initial contact set with a hyperplane translated in from infinity. The hyperplane 
is the level set of some linear function (j) on . 
Remark : The linear functions on E^ are precisely the constant-coefficient, 
differential m-forms on M", and the basis for the constant coefficient differential 
m-form is given by: 
{dxi, A ..•八 dxi^ : 1 “ < … < im S n} ’ 
which is dual to the axis m-plane {ei! l\ …l\ ei爪 :1 < zi < • •. < •i爪 $ n} in 
Definit ion 2.1.2 The comass of an m-form cf) is 
11011* = max{(/)(0 ： e G(m,W)}. 
A closed m-form (f) normalized to have comass 1，is called a calibration. 
Consequently, the face of the Grassmannian G{m,W^) C M^ is precisely the set 
of points in G(m,E") where the calibration 小 attains its maximum 1. 
The face theorem [18] serves as the fundamental theorem of calibrations. It char-
acterizes the properties of some high dimensional surface with all the tangent 
planes belonging to a certain collection. 
Theorem 2.1.1 The Face Theorem Let S be an m-dimensional surface with 
boundary in such that every tangent plane to S lies in a common face of the 
Grassmannian. Then S is area-minimizing, i.e., no other surface T with the 
same boundary has less area. 
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Proof : Since there is a face of the Grassmannian containing every tangent plane 
to S, then there exist a calibration • such that (f)(^) < 1 for any ^ G G{m,R^), 
with equality for ^ tangent to S, hence f s ^ == areaS" and < areaT for other 
surface T with the same boundary as S, therefore, 
areaS = (j) = / 0 < areaT. 
Js JT 
The second equality is because of the Stoke's theorem and the boundary condition: 
S — T = dW for some m + 1 dimensional surface W on E". 
I (f)- I (l)= I 妨=0. 
Js JT JdW Jw 
Let's turn to the simple example of Grassmannian G(l,M^), this Grassmannian 
sits inside M ,^ and is just the unit circle in R^. The hyperplane in M^ meet with 
this circle in a single point, hence its faces are all single points. The Face Theorem 
tell us that if the curve is a straight line, i.e., all of the tangent planes are the 
same, then is length minimizing, which is consistent with the fact that straight 
line is the shortest among all the curves with the same boundary. In general, 
when m = 1 or n — 1，the faces of the Grassmannian G(m, M") are also all single 
points. By The Face Theorem, we get that straight lines and the hyperplanes are 
area minimizing in M". 
Next, we extend the theory present in the Euclidean space to the general Rie-
mannian manifold. 
Theorem 2.1.2 Let (X,g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and let (p 
be a calibration on X, i. e, a closed exterior p-form with the property that 
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for all oriented tangent p-planes ^ on X. Then the compact oriented p-dimensional 
submanifold M of X with the property that 
= voIm, 
is homologically volume minimizing in X. i.e.，Vol{M) < Vol(N) for any N 
such that dN = dM, and [M - N] = 0 in Hp{X] R). 
Proof : By the Stoke's theorem and the homology condition, i.e., there exists a 
smooth submanifold W whose boundary is M U (—AO，the rest proof is similar 
to Theorem 2.1.1. 
This theorem enable us to distinguish a family of oriented p-diraensional min-
imizing siibmanifolds with respect to a calibration. Lawson [11] shows that the 
theorem works when extend the submanifolds to the currents. As for the prop-
erties of current, one can refer to [7 . 
Suppose X is an oriented manifold, consider the general class Mp^(X) of p-
dimensional currents of locally finite mass on X , it is the dual space of continuous 
p-forms with compact support. Fixing a Riemannian metric on X, each current 
T e M，(；0 can expressed asT = T(a;)||T||, where ||T|| is the volume measure 
and T (x ) E G{p,TxX) is an oriented tangent p-plane defined for ||T||-a.e. the 
function T(a:) is ||T|| measurable and bounded, hence has pointwise meaning for 
X in the Lebesgue set of T with respect to \\T\ . 
Let X be a Riemannian manifold, and let 4> G r ( 八 b e a exterior p-form on 
X , then at each point a: 6 X , the comass of 小工 is 
11011： = 
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Furthermore, if A is any subset of X, define the comass of 0 on ^ is 
丨0|；；1 = sup 11011 二. 
x£A 
Defini t ion 2.1.3 Suppose cf) is a smooth p-form of comass 1 on X, we define the 
contact set G(0) to be union of the sets 
G M ) = fe e G { p , T j q : = 1}. 
That means 0 assumes its maximum on the contact set G{(p). 
Definit ion 2.1.4 Suppose • is a p-form with comass 1 on X. A current T G 
M.p'^lX) of dimension p on X is called a positive current if (f){T) = 1 for 
Wn-a.e. 
Definit ion 2.1.5 Let T be an arbitrary deRham p-current with compact support 
on X，i.e., an arbitrary element of the dual space to the smooth p-forms. The 
mass of T is defined to be 
M(T) = s M m : 110113, < 1}. 
Remark : If M{T) < oo, then T e and M ( T ) = ||T||(X). If M(T) 
correspond to integration over an oriented p-dimensional submanifold S of X, 
then M ( T ) = Vol{S). 
Lemma 2.1.1 Let cf) be a smooth p-form of comass 1 on X, and Let T be an 
arbitrary p-current with compact support, Then 
TW < M(T)， 
with quality if and only if T is a positive (j)-current. 
In particular, if S is a compact oriented p-dimensional submanifold with boundary 
in X, then 
J ^ ( f > < V o l ( S ) , 
with equality if and only if S is a submanifold. 
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Proof : The inequality is easy to see. Equality can occur only when M{T) < oo, 
and we may write T = T||T||. Then T(0) = /0(T)rf||T|| < f ||T|| = M(T) with 
equality if and only if 0 (T) = 1，i.e., T is a positive ^-current. 
If T corresponds to an oriented submanifold S, then the second statement is the 
special case of the first. 
Theorem 2.1.3 Suppose X is a calibrated manifold with calibration and sup-
pose T is a positive current with compact support, Let T be any compactly 
supported current homologous to T( i.e., T-T is a boundary and dT=dT ). Then 
M{T) < M[T'), 
with equality if and only if T'is a positive ^-current. 
Proo f : Since T-T' = dS, where S has compact support, we have T{4>)-T'[4>)= 
(dS){(f)) = S{d^) = 0，hence by Lemma 2.1.1 we have 
M ( T ) = T(0) = r ( 0 ) < M ( T ' ) , 
with equality if and only if T' is a positive (/)-current. 
Then any positive (^current T is homologically mass minimizing among all the 
currents with the same boundary. Conversely, any homologous currents with 
the same minimum mass must also be a positive (fycmvent. In particular, any 
0-siibmanifold is a mass minimizing submanifold of X. 
2.2 Two classical examples 
Example 1: Complex Geometry. 
Let X be a complex n-dimensional manifold with Kdhler form a;, and consider 
2p-form ( f ) = 如 P for some p, 1 < p < n. Then the ^-submanifold are just the 
canonically oriented complex submanifold of dimension p in X. Hence all the 
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complex submanifolds of a Kahler manifold are homologically mass minimizing. 
To see this, it is equivalent to proof the theorem : 
Theorem 2.2.1 
< 1 V^ E 
p! 
with equality if and only if ^ £ Gc{p,TxX). 
Remark : Fix x £ X and choose a hermitian orthonormal basis for TxX, then 
we can replace T^X by C". Adopt standard notation for C"•，then this is a 
strengthening of the classical Wirtinger's inequality. Therefore, to prove Theorem 
2.2.1 equals to prove the Wirtinger's inequality. 
Besides the traditional proof of this inequality, Harvey [10] gives us a canonical 
form of a real 2p-plane on C" in terms of a unitary basis, which facilitates the 
proof of the Wirtinger's inequality. 
L e m m a 2.2.1 Each oriented 2p-dimensional real subspace ^ € Gr{2p, C") of 
股2n ^ £n can be expressed in terms of a unitary basis ei, • • • ， 
(a) for 2p < n, 
^ 三 ei A (cos 61 Jei +sin ^162) A63 A (cos +sin 6264) • • • Ae2p-i A (cos 9pJe2p-i + 
sin �e2p)， 
where the angle satisfy 
0 S 6>i S . • • S 没p-i < tt/2 and < p^ < tt. 
(b) for 2p > n, 
《三 ei A Jei A - •.八已”八 Je” Ae^+i A(cos0iJer+i+sin0ie42)Aer+3A(cos(92Jer«+3 + 
sin 92er+A) • • •八 e^i-i 八（cos6>gJen-i + sin 
where the angles satisfy 
0<0i<"- < 9p-i < 7t/2 and dp—i <9p<7r. 
here r = 2p — n and q = n — p. 
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Proof of the Wirt inger 's inequality : The Kahler form can be expressed as 
o； = Qfi 八 Jai + … + a "八 Ja" , 
for any orthonormal basis dual to the orthonormal unitary basis ei，• • •，e„ of C". 
For any ^ e Gi?(2p’C"), by Lemma 2.2.1，we have 
when 2p < n, 
� a / � = c o s • • • cos 6p, 
P-
hence < 1 with equality if and only if each cos 6j = 1’ j 二 0，.. • ,p. That 
is € = ei A Jei 八 e3 A Je3 …八 e2p—i 八 Je2p—i G Gc(p, C"). 
when 2p > n, 
= cos 没1 • • . cos 6q, 
p! 
and 击 t j P � < 1 with equality if and only if each cos6j = 1’ = 0’ … , q , That is 
^ = ei A Jei Ae2A J e � … A ev A Je” 八 e^ +^i A Je^+i A e^+s A Je^+3 …Ae„—1A Jcn-i 6 
GWp’C") . 
Remark : The more concrete example is the complex projective space CP" , 
every complex algebraic subvariety of C P " is homologically volume-minimizing. 
Similarly, every quaternionic subvariety of quaternionic projective space H P " is 
homologically volume-minimizing. This is because in 1972，M. Berger [5] estab-
lished an analogue of Wirtinger's inequality for a quaternionic 4-form 
This 4-form is the calibration distinguished the quaternionic lines in H^, i.e., the 
contact set of this calibration is the quaternionic projective space. Moreover, the 
normalized powers of this 4-form calibrate all quaternionic subvarieties. 
Example 2 : Special Lagrangian Geometries. 
Consider C" with standard positive definite C-hermitian form h = (,)—iuj, where 
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( , ) i s the standard inner product on C^, and cj is the standard Kdhler form. The 
n-form 小=Re{dz^ 八• • • Aob") is a calibration on C" with the contact set consists 
of all the special Lagrangian n-planes. i.e., each special Lagrangian submanifold 
M of C" is volume minimizing. This calibration is called the special Lagrangian 
calibration. 
An oriented real n-planes ^ in C" is Lagrangian if the Kdhler form restricted to 
^ vanishes. Let Lag denoted the subset consisting of the Lagrangian planes, and 
the unitary group U{n) acts transitively on it with the isotropy subgroup at the 
point = � i s SO(n), thus 
Lag^U(n)/SO{n). 
Definit ion 2.2.1 An oriented n-plane ^ in C" is called special Lagrangian if 
(1) ^ is Lagrangian. 
(2) ^ = A^o, where A e SU(n). 
Thus the fibre above 1 G S'Mn the fibration 
Lag^U(n)/SO(n)^S\ 
consisting of all the special Lagrangian n-planes, denoted SLag. 
Remark : Each fibre of this map is associated to a calibration in C", i.e., for 
each fixed angle Q, the n-form ^q = Re[e泊dz! A • ••八 dz几)is a calibration on 
C". Thus we have S^ family of special Lagrangian geometries compatible with 
the given complex structure. Since these geometries equivalent under U(n), it 
suffices to study the one when ^ = 0. 
L e m m a 2.2.2 < 1 for all ^ G with equality if and only if 
L = span^ is Lagrangian, where dz = dz\ f\ …/\ dzn. 
Proof : Suppose ei，…,e^ is an oriented basis (not necessarily orthogonal) for 
L = span^, Let e i , … , e n , Jei , . . .，Je„ be the standard basis for C". Let A be 
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the linear map sending ej to Cj, Jej to Jej, and Af = ei A - • - Aen = A(ei A- • • ACn), 
where A > 0, 
Xdz{^) = {dz){€i 八..• A = {dz){A{ei 八• • •八 =detcA, 
since 
\detcA\^ = det^A = \A{ei A Jei … A A Je„)| = A 
Therefore, 
\idzm\'= A 
Hence we can assume Ci,• • • ,e^ is an oriented orthonormal basis for《，by the 
Hadamard inequality [10], hence 
Mz)⑷|2 = A J 引引卜 . | e � � M | …I S 1, 
with equality if and only if ei, • • • , e„, Jei, • • •，Je„ are orthonormal. 
Since L is Lagrangian if and only if ei • • • e。，Jei • • • Jen are orthonormal, hence 
the lemma follows. 
Corol lary 2.2.1 Suppose L = span^ is Lagrangian, ^ E GR{n, C") , Then 
{dz^ A . . . A = detc^|detcA|-\ 
where A is any complex linear map sending the standard basis ei, • • •，e„ for M打 
into an oriented basis ui, - • • ,Un for 
Now consider the special Lagrangian calibration 小=Re{dz^ 八• - •八 dz"^�. Let 
= Re{dz^ 八 … A < \{dz^ A . . • 八 广 ) ( ⑶ < 1, 
so that is a calibration on C". And if = 1 holds, then = 1. 
By Lemma 2.2.2’ ^ is Lagrangian, hence ^ = A{ei 八…八 for some unitary 
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map A. Then Corollary 2.2.1 implies that detc A = 1, therefore is a special 
Lagrangian. Conversely, if ^ is a special Lagrangian, then ^ = A{ei A - • • ACn) for 
some A e SU{n), then Corollary 2.2.1 implies (dz^ 八.• • A = 1，so that 
m = 1. 
There is a non-trivial example of special Lagrangian cones which are not real 
analytic provided in Lawson [11]. This is the simplest example of absolutely vol-
ume minimizing cones which are not real analytic. 
Let Mc denote the locus in C" of the equations: 
and 
{ R e ( z i • • • Zn) = Ci if n is even. 
Im{zi • •' Zn) = ci if n is odd. 
Then Mc is a special Lagrangian submanifold of C"". 
2.3 Calibrations and the VCP-forms 
In the study of the geometry of instantons which are submanifolds preserved by 
the vector cross product, we get that instantons are always absolute minimizing 
submanifolds. i.e., it is calibrated by the VCP-forms deduced from the vector 
cross product, see Theorem 2.3.1. For the details, please refer to [16]. 
Definit ion 2.3.1 Suppose the M is an n-dimensional manifold with a Riemannian 
metric g. 
(1) An r-fold Vector Cross Product(VCP) is a smooth bundle map 
X ： A ” ™ — TM, 
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satisfying 
f 
P(xC"i ’ . . . ,Ur),Ui) = 0,(1 < z < r) 
\ P(X(Wl’ …，以 r ) ’ X (叫广 . ,収 r)) = ||Wl A … 
where ||.|| is the induced metric on , We also write 
lil X .. • X Wr 二 X(以 1 . • • Ur). 
(2) We define the VCP-form 小 e rr+i(M) as 
- ••，収r+l) = 9{x{uu-- • ,Ur),Ur+l). 
(3) The VCP is called closed if 小 is a closed differential form. 
By Browm and Gray [1], the classification of the linear VCP's on a vector space 
V with positive definite inner product g can be summarized as follows: 
(1) r = 1 : a 1-fold VCP is a Hermitian complex structure on V, and its VCP 
form is the Kdhler form. The standard example is V = C"^ with 
(/) = cfei 八办1 + •. • + A dy饥. 
(2) r = n — 1 : an (n — l)-fold VCP on an n-dimensional inner product space V 
is the Hodge star operator given by g on and the VCP-form is the induced 
volume form on V. The standard example is = E" with 
0 = c^i 八 A . . .八 cb". 
(3) r = 2 : a 2-fold VCP on a 7-dimensional vector space ImO is defined 
as a X b = Im{ab) for all a, 6 6 ImO. If uj2, ••‘ is an orthonormal basis for 
{ImOy, and the VCP-form is 
小 = ( ^ 2 3 4 — ^ 278 一 ^ 638 一 ^ 674 一 ^ 2 65 — ^^375 — ^ 485 • 
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Bryant [2] showed that the group of real-linear transformation of ImO Preserving 
this VCP form is G2 
(4) r = 3 : a 3-fold VCP on an 8-dimensional vector space is defined as 
a X b X c =去(a(5c) — c(ba)) for any a,b,c E = • . Use the orthonormal basis 
for •*，its VCP-form is 
4> =^ 1^234 — 1^278 — ^^ 1638 — 1^674 — 1^265 _ 1^375 — <^ 1485+ 
^^ 5678 — 5^634 _ 5^274 — <^ 5238 + ^^ 3478 + ^^ 2468 + ^2367-
Bryant [2] showed that the group of real-linear transformation of O preserving 
this VCP form is 5pm(7). 
Defini t ion 2.3.2 Let M be a Riemannian manifold with a dosed r-fold VCP x-
Anr-^-i dimensional submanifold A is called an instanton if it is preserved by x-
Remark : Traditionally instantons refer to gradient flow lines of a Morse function 
on a Riemannian manifold (M,g). In general instantons are submanifolds (of the 
smallest dimension) which are preserved by the VCP. 
Theorem 2.3.1 Let M be a Riemannian manifold with a closed r-fold VCP x 
and denote the corresponding VCP form as 0. The we have 
(1) (j) is a calibration. 
(2) an (r + 1)-dimensional submanifold A calibrated by 4> 讨 cmd only if it is an 
instanton. 
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P r o o f : For any x in M and any oriented orthonormal tangent vectors ei，62,…，e^+i 
at X, then 
< Ix(ei,e2’ … ， e � • |e…| 
=||ei A e 2 . " Ae^ l^l . le^+il 
= 1 . 
The equality hold if and only if 62 ,…,e^) = e^+i- i.e., the linear span of 
ei，62，...，Cr+i is preserved by x. 
The instantons preserved by the above four type r-fold V C P 
(1) r = 1，the holomorphic curves in Kdhler manifold. 
(2) r = n — 1, open domains in R". 
(3) r = 2，associative submanifolds in G^manifold. 
(4) r = 3, Cayley submanifolds in 5pm(7)-manifold. 
We can summarize the structures of this four type VCP in the following table: 
Manifold M VCP-form(calibrations) 0 instanton A (0-siibmanifold ) 
(dim M) (degree of (f)) (dim A) 
Oriented mfd. Volume form Open subset 
(n) (n) (n) 
kahker mfd. Kdhler form Holomorphic curve 
(2m) (2) (2) 
G2 mfd. G2 form Associative submfd. 
(7) (3) (3) 
Spi'n{7) mfd. Cayley form Cayley submfd. 
(8) W W 
Both the Kdhler form and the volume form are well-known for us. In the last 
chapter, we will discuss the G^form and Cayley form in details. 
Chapter 3 
Constructing Calibrations 
Dadok and R.Harvey [12] establish a procedure to construct calibrations in 
by squaring spinors. This chapter mainly follows their work. 
3.1 Clifford algebra and Spin groups 
This section is a preparation for understanding the construction of calibrations 
in the next section. I just present some results, for the details, one can refer to 
10 . 
Defin i t ion 3.1.1 Given a Euclidean n-dimensional vector space V{,) of signa-
ture {p,q). the Clifford algebra Cliy) is the quotient ® V/I{V), where I(V) is 
the two-sided ideal in � V generated by all elements (x^x) with x eV, if 
V = then Cl(V) denoted by Cl{p, q), the multiplication on Cl{V) is denoted 
by a dot. 
Examp le : 
when V = IRi’�then C7(l，0) ^ C. 
when V = RO’i then C/(0,1) ^ E e R . 
23 
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L e m m a 3.1.1 (Fundamental lemma for Clifford algebra) 
Suppose ^ : V A is a linear map from V into A, which is an associative algebra 
with unit. If = — f o r all x E V, then $ has a unique extension to 
an algebra homomorphism of Cl(V) into A. 
Remark : Suppose ei，…,e„ is orthonormal basis for V and <l>(ej) G A satisfying 
me^Me,) = - h p ， 
= -^(ej)^(e,), fori + j. 
Then $ has a unique extension to algebra homomorphism of Cl{V) to A. 
Defini t ion 3.1.2 A Clifford automorphism of Cl{V), f G Aut{Cl{V)), is an 
algebra automorphism of Cl{V) that also maps V to V. 
Theorem 3.1.1 Aut{Cl{V)) ^ 0(V). 
Proof : Suppose f G Aut{Cl(V)). Since (f(x)J(x)) = -f(x)f{x) = = 
fi{x,x)) = {x,x), for all x 6 V, then f e 0{V). Conversely, each f G 0{V) has 
a unique extension to an algebra automorphism of Cl(V) by Lemma 3.1.1. 
Proposi t ion 3.1.1 The sub space /\ V of^V is isomorphic (as a vector space, 
not as a algebra) to Cl{V) under the quotient map. In particular, the natural 
map 
V — CliV) 
is an inclusion. 
Moreover, if x eV and u G AV = Cl(V), then 
X • U = X A U — XL.U. 
An important property of Clifford algebra is given as follow, which we can use to 
define the pinor and spinor representation. 
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Theorem 3.1.2 The Clifford algebra Cl(r, s) are isomorphic as associative al-
gebra with unit to the matrix algebras listed below, 
r — s mod 8 
0,6 Cl(r,s) ^ Mn{R) 
1,5 Cl{r,s)^ Mn{C) 
2,4 C l { r , s ) ^ M n m 
3 Cl(r, s) ^ M„(IHI) e M „ ( e ) 
7 Cl{r, s)^Mn(R)®Mn{R)-
This theorem is based on the following three lemmas. 
L e m m a 3.1.2 
C/(2,0) ^ e C/(0,2) ^ M2(R) C/(1, 1) ^ M2(M). 
L e m m a 3.1.3 
Cl{r + 1’ s + 1) 2 C7(r’ s) 0 C7(l，1) 
C/(r ,s + 2 )^C / ( s , r ) ( 8 )C / (0 ,2 ) 
C/(r + 2,s) ^ C / ( s , r ) 0 C / ( 2 , O ) . 
L e m m a 3.1.4 
Mk(¥) ^RMmm = M,m(¥) for¥ = 
c (8)/i c = c e c 
C(8)/?]HI = M2(C). 
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From Theorem 3.1.2，the Clifford algebra has period 8. Hence it suffices to 










The Clifford algebra equips with a particular distinguished automorphism and 
two anti-automorphisms. 
Def in i t ion 3.1.3 The isometry x —x on V extend to an automorphism of 
Cl{V), by the fundamental lemma for Clifford algebra. This automorphism of 
Cl{V) will be denoted by x x and is referred as the canonical automorphism 
ofCl(V). 
Since we have the canonical automorphism, we can use it to define Cie觀(V) and 
C r 卞 ） a s follows: 
Cr'^'iV) = {xe Cl(V) :x = x}, 
= {x e Cl(V) : X = -xj. 
Note that the unit volume element A € commute with 
Def in i t ion 3.1.4 The anti-automorphism of ^V defined by reversing the order 
in a simple product i.e., vi <S> " - <S)Vp Vp<^ • • • maps I{V) to hence 
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determine an anti-automorphism of Cl(V), denoted hy x and referred as the 
check involution. 
Note that the check involution and the canonical automorphism commutes, hence 
the second anti-automorphism is defined to be the composition x = x and referred 
as the hat involution x ^ x. 
We say u e Cl(V) has degree p if li G AW [ 兰 Cl(V). 
Proposi t ion 3.1.2 If u e Cl{V) is of degree p, then u = 士u’iL = 士u,{l = 土u 
and the sign depending only on p mod 4 as indicated in the following table 
p mod 4 0 1 2 3 
u + — + -
u + + - — 
u + - - + 
The Clifford inner product come from nature inner product on 八*\^，and it can 
be computed using the hat involution. Moreover, the adjoint of the Clifford mul-
tiplication by a e Cl(V) is given by a 
{ab, c) = (6, ac) and {ba,c) = {b,ca), 
for alla,b,ceCl{V). 
Next we introduce a main symmetry on Clifford algebra, which can be used to 
deduce the matrix algebra isomorphic to from Cl(V). 
Theorem 3.1.3 
Cl(r,s) ^ Cr^^ir + 1 , 5 ) ^ + 1). 
Proo f : Let ei, • • • ， b e an orthonormal basis for R'’®, and E, Ei,.., , En be 
an orthonormal basis for IT+M(五2 二 ―丨丑丨2 =―丄）。^ 丑2 =―丨五 p = 1)’ 
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and define = EEj. Hence we have 
= EEiEEj = -E'^EiEj = -<l>(e,)$(ei), 
^>(e,)<^>(ei) = EEiEEi = -E^Ef = 
For ]r+i ’s ’ E^ = —I五|2 = —1，define 丨丑 = le^p then $ can extend to an algebra 
homomorphism 
For ]r’r+i，五2 = —I五|2 = 1’ define |五ip = - je^p then $ can extend to an algebra 
homomorphism 
(l):Cl[r,s) — Cl(s,r~\~V). 
Moreover, the image of • is contained in the even part of the target Clifford 
algebra, and for any EiEj in the image, EiEj = ±EEiEEj , so 4> is surjective 
onto the even part. By counting the dimension, we get the isomorphisms: 
C7(r’s)2C7(s，r + l ) e _ . 
In the following, we discuss the Pin and Spin groups. Denote the multiplicative 
group of invertible elements in Cl{V) by Cl*{V). 
Def in i t ion 3.1.5 Pin group is subgroup of Cl*{V) generated by unit vectors in 
V 
Pin = {a e Cr(V) : a = ui- • - Ur, with uj e V, \uj\ = 1}. 
Spin group is defined by Spin = Pin D 
Spin = {a G Cl*(V) : a = ur . • U2r, with Uj G V, 二 1}. 
and when V is positive definite，this definition is equivalent to 
Spin = {a G Pin(V) : aa = 1}. 
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Theorem 3.1.4 
I tie sequence 丄 ^^ Z2 4 Pin ^ 0{V) lis exact. 
1 tie sequence 1 Z2 — Spin ^ SO(V) — I is exact. 
where Ad is the twisted adjoint representation defined by 
Ada(x) = for all x G Cl{V). 
Propos i t ion 3.1.3 {dimV > 3) The group Spin is the subgroup of Cl*{V) gen-
erated by G{2,V). That is 
Spin{V) = {a G Cr{V) : a = ui---ur with each Uj G G(2 ,V) } . 
Propos i t ion 3.1.4 (n > 3) Suppose n = dimV is odd. The group Spin is gen-
erated by the sphere G(n — 1, V) in 
Pinor and Spinor representation 
The irreducible representation of Cl(r,s) are called the pinor representations, 
while the irreducible representation of are called the spinor represen-
tation. Define the pinor representations and spinor representations as follows: 
r — s mod 8 
0’ 6 C/(r, s) ^ Mn(M) ^ EndR{P) 
1.5 C/(r, s) ^ Mn{C) ^ EndciP) 
2，4 Cl{r, s) ^ Mn{M) ^ EndniP) 
3 Cl{r, s) ^ Mn(H) e Mn(e) ^ EndH{P+) 0 EndniP-) 
7 C7(r’ s) ^ M„(M) © M„(R) ^ EndR{P+) © EndR(P-) 
r — s mod 8 
1’ 7 C7e”en(r，s) ^ Mn(M) ^ EndR{S) 
2.6 Cr^'^ir, s) ^ Mn(C)竺 Endc{S) 
3，5 C7e”en…万）^ M„(M) ^ EudniS) 
4 ^ M„(M)① Mn(M) ^ Endfj們 ® 
0 cren(r, ^ m„(IR) e Mn(R) ^ EndR們 e EndR{S-) 
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Where the vector space P is called the space of pinors when r — s = 0,1,2,4,5,6 
mod 8, P = © P~ is called the space of pinors when r - s = 3,7 mod 8, 
P \ P - called positive pinor space and negative pinor space. While the vec-
tor space S is called the space of spinors when r — s = 1,7,2,6,3,5 mod 8， 
5 = 5+ 0 is called the space of spinors when r - s = 0,4 mod 8, 
called positive spinor space and negative spinor space. 
Remark : The standard representation of Cl{V) and is the only irre-
ducible R and H representation unique up to equivalence. There are really two 
irreducible C representations, but we can find a C-linear intertwining operator 
between two irreducible representations which is unique up to a constant c G C*. 
In summary, the pinor and spinor space is projective canonical. 
For our convenience in the next section, we list the low-dimensional spinor rep-
resentation in the following table: 
n spinor representations 
1 R S=]R 
2 C S 二C 
3 M S=M 
4 MeM S+=M S- =M 
5 M(2) S= tf 
6 C(4) S= C4 
7 M(8) S= R8 
8 R(8) ® E(8) S+ = S- 二 R8 
3.2 Calibrations and spinors 
Lawson [12] establish a general procedure for constructing (constant coefficient) 
calibrations by squaring positive spinors in the 8m-dimensional Euclidean space. 
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Assume that V is an 8m-dimensional oriented real vector space with positive 
inner product, then Cl(V) = Endji(P), and this real representation is unique up 
to equivalence, with the space of pinors P of dimension 
Define space of positive spinors and space of negative spinors S~ to be the 
eigenspaces of the volume element A, 
S"^ = {xeP： Xx = 土;r}. 
The decomposition P = © determines a 2 x 2 blocking 
( a b\ 
A = for each A e EndR(P). 
d ) 
and isomorphism 
( a 0 \ + 
: a G EndE(S+), b e EndjiiS-)}. 
” b) 
Theorem 3.2.1 There exist inner products £ and on the space of pinors P with 
the property that, for each a G Cl{V) 
£(ax, y) = e{x, ay) for all x,y e P. 
Up to a conformal factor c> 0, s is unique. 
Note that since AA = 1, the eigenspace orthogonal to S~ with respect to this 
inner product. Let A be the volume element, and for any x £ S'^,y £ S~, then 
y) = ^(A^x, y) = £{XXx, y) = E{\X, \y) = -e{x, y). 
L e m m a 3.2.1 Consider Cl{V) = EndR{P), the Clifford inner product can be 
expressed as a real trace 
{a,b) = {myHrace {ah) for all a,b e Cl{V). 
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Use the inner product on P, we can identify P with its dual space P*, and 
EndR{P) = P <Si P", then the product x o y can be regarded as an element in 
EndR(P) ^ Cl{V), and defined as follow 
{x o y){z) = £{y,z)x, for all x,y,z e P. 
Next are some basic properties of the pinor multiplication. 
Propos i t ion 3.2.1 For all a, 6 6 Cl{y) and for all x, y,z,w e P, 
(1). {ax) o y = a(x o y) and x o (ay) = (a; o y)^， 
(2). (x o y)[z o w) = e{y, z)x o w, 
(3). = y ox, 
(4)- trace X oy = e(x,y), 
(5). {xoy,a) = {16)-^e{x, ay), 
(6). {x oy^zow) = (16)-i£(a:’ z)e[y, w). 
Using the definition of the pinor multiplication, we can easily prove (1)，⑵，（3). 
Here just give the prove of property (5). 
Let X\ - • -xm be an orthonormal basis for P. By Lemma 3.2.1, 
{x o y^ a) = {16)~^trace (re o y)a 
=(16)~^trace X o (ay) 
N 
= ( 1 6 ) — I f £((:Eoay);ri，:ri) 
N 
=(16)-i ^ e{e{ay, xi)x, Xi) 
N 
=(16)-i£(:c，a2/). 
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With the fact that Cl(V) is isomorphic to the exterior algebra as a vector 
space under the quotient map. We can get a string of isomorphisms, 
EndniP) ^ Cl(V) ^ 八 ^ 八 
Then x oy e EtkIrP = A*V*, hence we can consider a: o y as a differential form. 
Given a differential form $ e 八*V *^’ the degree k part of $ will be denoted by 
Theorem 3.2.2 Suppose )) is an oriented inner product space of dimension 
8m. Suppose x £ S'^ is a unit positive spinor. Let 
$ = o x G EndR(S+) C End(P) ^ Cl{V) ^ S^T 
Then 
(1) ^k = 0 unless A;三 0 mod 4. 
(2) Each 屯k is a calibration, i.e., < 1，for all ^ e G{k,V). 
(3) A k-plane ^ G G{k, V) is a 龟-plane if and only if ^x = x. Here ^ acts on x 
via the isomorphism 
G{k, V) C A^V CAV^ Cl{V) ^ EndR{P). 
(4) The isotropy subgroup of 0(V) that fixes $ is isomorphic to the subgroup 
Kx of Spin{V) that fixes the spinor x. 
Proo f : By (5) of Proposition 3.2.1 
= o a:(a) = e{ax,x) 
for all a e 兰 Cl{V) ^ EndR(P). 
Proof of (1) : Since CT况(VO = End(S+,S-) 0 End{S-,S+), if a G C—(V)’ 
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then ax G S~. Together with is orthogonal to S~, we get = s(ax, x) = 0, 
hence 巾 just has even degree. Moreover, <l> = 16"^ a: o a； ==<!>, by Proposition 3.1.2, 
<J> just has the degree 4p components. 
Proof of (2) : For any ^ G G(4p,v) C Spin(V), then & = 1’ hence, 
仏 乂 ⑷ = = &(a：, a;), 
i.e., ^ is an isometry of (P, e). Consequently, 
Proof of (3) : By the Schwartz inequality, the equality holds in the step two if 
and only if ^.t = x. 
Proof of (4) : Let x : Pin{V) — 0{V) denote the twisted adjoint map defined as 
Xa{y) = , If a G Pin(V) then aa = 1 i.e., a—i = d. Therefore, 
Xa(^) = d(16"'x o = 16"^a(a; o x)d = 16"'(dx) o (ax). 
If Xa(^)=少， then (dx) o (dx) = x o x. that implies dx = cx for some scaler 
c G M. Since = e{dx, dx) = e{x, dax) = £{x, x) = then, c 二士1. 
a G Pin{V) is either even or odd, if a is odd, then ax G S~, contradict with 
ax = ±x, hence a is even. 
This proves that Xa(少)=少 if and only if a G Spin{V) and ax = 士:c. Since Xa 
and x -a have the same image, therefore, 
X ： Kx = {a e Spin(V) : ax = x} ^ {g e 0(V) : g*^ = 
is surjective. 
Finally, - I e K^ and —1 can not fixes x, therefore, 
0{V) : = 
is an isomorphism. 
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Corol lary 3.2.1 The contact set G($4p) is the intersection of the isotropy sub-
group Kx = {a £ Spin(V) : ax = x} with the Ap-Grassmannian V) C 
Cl(V)=八Consequently, the components of G{^4p) are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with K^ conjugace class of elements of order two in K^-
Proo f : Suppose li is a element of order two in Spin{V), then u^ = uu = 1, hence 
u = u. Together with Propositions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, we can get that elements of 
order two in Spin{V) are precisely the union of the various V). 
Appl ica t ion on Cl{S) 
Let V 三 • and use the C7(8) as a model to see how this constructing procedure 
works. 
Def in i t ion 3.2.1 Let V{8) C denote the positive definite 8-dimensional 
Euclidean space defined by 
V{S) = {( 0 EO), 
^^ - R u 0 ^ J 
where Ru denotes the right multiplication by u. 
The map A : O EndniP © O) is defined as 
• n 
\-Ru ^ j 
Hence 
" \ " � -RuRu 0 
A(u)A{u)= , 
� 0 —RuRu 
i.e., A{u)A{u) 二 一|ix|2/d，for all u e O. By the fundamental lemma of Clifford 
algebra, this linear map can be extend to an algebra homomorphism A : Cl{8)— 
EndR(0 e • ) . Since Cl(8) = Mr(16) has no two-sided nontrivial ideals, this 
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homomorphism is injective, and since dim Cl(8) = 2® = 16^ =dim Bnd/i(OQO), 
then 
Cl(8) ^ BndniOeO). 
Let ei = 1,62 = i’ …,eg = ke denote the standard orthonormal basis for the 
octonions. then a unit volume element A for V{8) c C/(8) is 
( l 0 \ 
Since the even part of Clifford algebra is commute with the volume element, then 
we get 
( a 0\ 
cr”en(8) ^ I : a , 6 E EndR(Q>)] ^ End 綱 0 End 綱 . 
” V 
Each element in Spin(8) C Cl^職(8) can be written as 
卜 + o ] 
9= • 
J 
Let X be the vector representation of Spin{8), then Xaiu) = aua~^ for all u e.O. 
Let go = Xg, then we adopt the notation g = (go,g+,g—) e Spin(8). 
Theorem 3.2.3 (Triality theorem) Suppose (so,g+,g-) is a triple of orthogo-
nal linear maps on O. Then {g+,g-) G Spin{8) and go is the vector representation 
of {g+,g-) if and only if 
g+{xy) = g-{x)go(y), for all x,yeO. 
R e m a r k : If (go,g+,g-) is a triple of orthogonal transformations on O satisfying 
the above equality, then each of the three must have determinant one, because 
the theorem implies that g = ^ Spin(8) and Spin{8) is connected. 
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Now we apply Theorem 3.2.2 to describe the Cayley form and its contact set. 
Denote the standard basis on the positive spinor space O by Si = 1 • • • Ss = A^ e, 
consider $ = 16si o si, then by Theorem 3.2.2, $ = 1 + 0 + A, represent the 
degree 0,4,8 component respectively. 
Propos i t ion 3.2.2 (1) (f)�u�A U2 A U3 A U4) = e(ui,u2 x U3 x U4) for all ^ = 
•wi 八 八 A € G(4 ,0 ) . where the triple cross product is defined by 
U2 X U3X U4 = ^(^2(^3^4) - U4(ll3U2)). 
(2) (f) is the Cayley calibration. The set of planes it calibrates is 
P r o o f : (1) For any ^ = A W2 八 W3 八？24 G G(4 ,0 ) we may assume that 
U1,U2, U3,U4 are orthonormal, considering ^ 6 G(4,0) C 八 C A*© = C/(8), 
then 
^ = Ui • U2 • U3 • U4 = • 
y 0 Ru^ RU2 RU3 RU4 j 
Therefore, 
0 ( 0 = si) 二 £(1，((w4U3)ti2)wi) 
= { U 4 U S ) U 2 ) = £{UuU2(U3U4)) 
=-£{UI,U4{U3U2)) = e(ui, ^(^2(^3144) -
=E{UI,U2 X U3 X U4). 
(2) By Corollary 3.3.1, The contact set is the intersection of Ks^ = {g ^ Spin{8): 
gsi = s i } and G(4 ,0 ) . The subgroup of Spin(n) that fix a vector in the vector 
representation is Spin{n — 1)，i.e., Ks^ = Spin{7). Hence 0 is the Cayley calibra-
tion in O with the contact set Spin{7) n G(4，(Q)). Next we need to consider the 
elements of order two in Spin{7), any such element must be an element of some 
4p-Grassmannian. First, G(0, ImO) = {土/} e Cl{8) is just the center of Spin(7), 
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hence just G(4, ImO) contains noncentral elements of order two, therefore, the 
contact set of Cayley form is isomorphic to the Grassmannian (7(4,E'^). 
Chapter 4 
Calibrations in Exceptional 
Geometry 
The exceptional geometry studies the objects related to the exceptional auto-
morphism groups. This chapter is concerned with G2, one of the five exceptional 
Lie groups. Some differential geometric structures that exist on manifolds of real 
dimension 7 and 8 are based on the structure group G2 and Spin{7), both of 
which occur as holonomy group of Ricci-flat metrics, and manifolds with special 
holonomy are generally equipped with one or more natural calibrations. The G2 
structure is determined by the associative calibration (also called G2 calibration), 
while the Spin{7) structure is determined by the Cayley calibration. This chap-
ter focuses on these calibrations and their manifestations. In Harvey and Lawson 
11], they use the algebra of Cayley numbers, expressing these calibrations in 
terms of vector cross product, which make it very easy to prove that they are 
calibrations. 
39 
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4.1 G2 calibration 
The smallest exceptional Lie group G2 is the automorphism group of the octonions 
G2 = {9e GL{8, R) : g{xy) = g{x)g(y)}, ^x, yeO. 
We always view G2 as the isotropy group of Spin(7) at a point x e this is 
because that Spin{7) can be viewed (via the spin representation) as a subgroup 
of SO{S) that acts transitively on the sphere S^. Hence we get 
Spin{7)/G2 = S\ 
Now we consider the 3-form (p that completely determines a G2 structure on 
ImO = In Lawson [11], the 3-form (p is given by 
ip{x,y,z) = {x,yz), for all x,y,z e ImO. 
Note that ^ is alternating, since for x,y,z E ImO, (p(x,oc, z) = (x, xz) =•• 
z) = 0. It is similar in the case ip[x, z,x), and ip{z,x,x) = {z^x^)= 
(z, xx) = |a:|2�2；，1) = 0. Hence the trilinear form defined in this way is an exte-
rior 3-form on ImO. 
R e m a r k : For all x, y, 2； G / m O , here (p can also be written as (p(x,y,z)= 
(x, y X z), which is the VCP-form in see chapter 2 section 3. 
Let ei = 1,62 = i,e3 = j, 64 = k, 65 = e，e6 = ie,e7 = je, eg = ke be the 
standard orthonormal basis for O, and cji • • • cjg be the dual basis for O*. Denote 
tjpqr = cjp A tjg 八 o v By the multiplication table on O 
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i j k e ie je ke 
i - 1 k -j ie -e -ke je 
j -k — 1 i je ke -e -ie 
k j -i — 1 ke -je ie -e 
e -ie -je -ke —1 i j k 
ie e -ke je -i —1 -k j 
je ke e -ie -j k - 1 -i 
ke -je ie e -k -j i —1 
Then ip can be write down in terms of axis 3-planes. 
中 — ^ 2 3 4 —的 7 8 一 ^ ^638 —叫 7 4 — ^ ^265 — <^375 —叫 8 5 -
Note that (p(ImM) = 1，where ImM. = i j /\ k = 6234 is just the canonically 
oriented imaginary part of the standard quaternion subalgebra H of O. 
Def in i t ion 4.1.1 If ^ G G(3,7) C A^ImO is the canonically oriented imaginary 
part of any quaternion subalgebra ofO, then ^ is said to be associative. Moreover, 
the set G{ip) = G G(3,7) : ^ is associative} is referred as the associative 
Grassmannian. 
Theorem 4.1.1 The form (/? has comass one on ImO =股了，i.e.，< 1 for 
all ^ G G(3,7), the equality holds if and only if ^ is associative. 
Proo f : S u p p o s e � = w i 八 八 W3 G G(3,7), where is the oriented 
orthonormal basis for《，then by the Schwartz inequality ( p � = � u \ , u 2 u z � < 
|wi||ii2|w3| = 1, and with equality holds if and only if Up = UqUr holds for all 
cyclic permutation {p,q,r) of (1,2,3), this means ^ is the canonically imaginary 
part of a quaternion subalgebra of O. 
Def in i t ion 4.1.2 The 3-form ip G A^(/mO)* satisfying 
(fix, y, z) = (x, yz)， Va;, y,ze ImO 
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is called the associative calibration on ImO. 
Let us see why we give the name associative calibration to this form. It is neces-
sary to introduce the associator 
'x,y,z] = {xy)z-x{yz), Vx, y,zeO. 
Remark : This associator can be defined on normed algebras E, C, H, O, and 
this trilinear form [x, y, z] is alternating on all the normed algebras. 
Theorem 4.1.2 
{x,yzf = 八“八 
for all x,y, z G Im.O. 
Proof : The cross product is defined by x x y x z = \[x{yz) - z{yz)), and for 
all x, y, z G ImO, its length equals the length of re A y 八 the real part is (x, yz), 
and the imaginary part is ^[x^y^z]. Hence this theorem follows. 
Corollary 4.1.1 Suppose ^ = xAyAzisan oriented 3-plane in ImO, then� 
or is associative if and only if [x, y, z] = 0. 
Proposi t ion 4.1.1 The associative calibration is invariant under G2. 
Proof : Note that for any a; G O, is real if and only if x is either real or pure 
imaginary, hence for any g G G2, g{x) is pure imaginary if and only if x is pure 
imaginary. So from the linearity of g we get g{x) = g{x), then 
{g(x),g{x)} = {l,g{x)g{x)) = (l,g{xx)) = jaf = {x,x) 
i.e., g e G2 is an isometry. hence G2 C 0(7) , and for any x,y,z e ImO 
g*(p{x,y,z) = {g{x),g{y)g{z)) = {g{x),g(yz)) = {x,yz) = 
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Therefore, G2 preserves the associative calibration. 
Hence we also give the name G2 calibration to (p, and define G2 = {g E 0 ( 7 ) : 
g*{(p) = (p}. With the Lie group G2, the contact set G((p) of the associative 
calibration is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1.3 The action of G2 on G{(p) is transitive with isotropy subgroup 
SO{4). Thus G�=G2/S0{4). 
P r o o f : Suppose ^ G G{^p). Then there exists an orthonormal pair ei, 62 G ImO 
such that ^ = ei A 62 A 6162, and H = span(l 八 i s a quaternionic subalgebra 
of O. Therefore, there exists a unique automorphism of O sending i h-> ei, j 
62, k 6162- Hence G2 acts transitively on G{(p). 
Note that 5 0 ( 4 ) ^ Sp{l) x Sp{l)/Z2. Let KQ = Sp(l) x 5p(l) /Z2, The action 
of KQ on ImO is given by 
= {qiaqi,q2bqi), 
where g = (91,92) ^ Sp{l) x Sp{l). Hence KQ defined above is a subgroup of 
G2, and €0 = i A j 八 & is fixed by KQ, SO that KQ C K, where K is the isotropy 
subgroup of G2 at ^o- Next we need to show that KQ = K. 
Any element g e I< can be expressed as g = (91,92) where gi G 50(3) , and 
g2 G 0(4) . The group KQ acts transitively on the pairs (F, e), where F is an 
oriented orthonormal frame in and e is a unit vector in {0} x H. We can 
assume g\ = Id and " 2 � = 1 . Since g is an automorphism, we have 
9{0, q) = 9{{q, 0)(0,1)) = g{q, 0)^(0,1) = (9,0)(0,1) = (0, g)， 
hence g^ is also the identity, i.e., the element in K that fixes [F, e) must be iden-
tity. Therefore, K = KQ. 
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Harvey and Lawson [11] also show that the 4-form 6 A^(/mO)*, which is 
the dual of the associative form via the Hodge star operator * ： A^(/mO)* —> 
A^(/mO)*, defined by 
'il){x,y,z,w) = i(a:, \fx,y,z,w 6 ImO 
is a calibration on ImO. It is called the coassociative calibration. 
Similarly, using the multiplication of •，we can write the coassociative calibration 
in terms of the axis 4-planes 
岭 = U 5 6 7 8 一 05634 — ^^ 5274 _ 5^238 + 3^478 + 2^468 + ^^ 2367-
Def in i t ion 4.1.3 An oriented A-plane ^ G G (4,7) C 八^/m© is said to be coas-
sociative if the canonically oriented normal 3-plane is associative. 
Theorem 4.1.4 The form ifj has comass one on ImO, i.e.，< 1, for all 
• ^ e G(4,7) C 八4/77j,(Q)，and equality holds if and only if ^ is coassociative. 
Proo f : S u p p o s e � =工 t\y f\ z l\w e G(4,7), where oo,y,z,w is the oriented 
orthonormal basis for Then 
< {yz)w)\-\-\^{x,y{zw))\ 
and ^ is coassociative means is associative. Note that (p = hence 
i.e., = 1 if only if = 1. By the proof in the previous section, this holds 
if and only if is associative. 
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R e m a r k : A 4-plane ^ is calibrated by ？/； if and only if = 0. It is easy to see 
in the example the 4-plane o^ defined by X2 = = X4 = 0, whose volume form 
is 0；5678, and it is calibrated by xjj. 
Also, we introduce the coassociator to explain why we give this calibration this 
name. It is defined as follow 
For all X, y,z,w E ImO, 
z,w\ = —8Alt{{y, zw)x) 
=一2(〈I^ zw)x + {z, xw)y + (X，yw)z + {y, xz)w). 
From the definition, it is easy to see that [x, y, z, w] is alternating. 
Theorem 4.1.5 
for all X, y, z, w G ImO. 
Proo f : For x, y, z�w G O, the vector cross product is defined as 
xxyxzxw = x z x w) + y{z x x x w) + z{x x y x w) w{y x x x z)), 
Using the property of the vector cross product in •，we can get that Vx, y^z^w E 
ImO, the length oixxyxzxw equals the length of f\y f\ z f\w and the 
imaginary part and real part is \[x,y,z,w] and [y,z,w\) respectively. 
Corol lary 4.1.2 Suppose ^ = f\y f\z /\w is cm oriented A-plane in ImO, ^ or 
is coassociative if and only if [x^y,z,w] = 0 . 
Examp l e of coassociative submanifold 
Lawson's calibrated geometry [11] gives an interesting example of 4-dimensional 
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coassociative siibmanifold in ImO = IR^  invariant under the action of Sp{l). 
Consider = C IHI as an embedding into G2 acting on O, for each q 6 
办(1)，the action is given by 
a + 6e qaq + bqe 
Since G2 preserves the coassociative calibration, so does this action. To obtain 
a coassociative siibmanifold invariant under Sp{l), we choose a fixed unit vector 
e e /mH, using the identification R x IR+ = Me ® E+e, that makes a curve in the 
upper half plane R x R+ into a coassociative siibmanifold of dimension 4 invariant 
under the action of Sp{l). 
Examp le : Suppose e G ImM is a fixed unit vector and c G M. Then 
Mc = {sqeq + rqe, q G Sp{l) and s(4s^ — = c} 
is a coassociative submanifold invariant under Sp{l). 
In particular, if c = 0 and s = 令 then 
Mo = M^qeq qe) : q e Sp{l) = S^ and r G M+} 
which is the cone on the graph of the Hopf map ij : S^ S^ defined by r}{q)= 
^qeq , is a coassociative 4-fold. 
Rema rk : There are four types of Hopf fibration: real, complex, quaternion 
and octonion. and the uniform way to define them is to consider the map H : 
^mj^Rm—Rm+l，爪=2，4’ 8. 
H{u,v) = {\u\''-\v\\2uv). 
Note that the R"^ must be one of the normed algebra with multiplication satisfying 
\uv\ = |ii||v|. By reducing this map to the sphere, we can get the Hopf map from 
S2m-i to S爪 Still denoted by H{x), and m = 2,4,8 correspond to the Hopf map 
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in complex, quaternion, and octonion respectively. The cone on the Hopf map is 
defined as 
= S m ^ . 
I工I 
where Sm = a coefficient related to the dimension m. 
The cone Mq above is the graph of function 7;: IHI ImM defined by 
T]{x) = ^^xex, for all x eM. 
2丨工| 
Choose the fixed unit vector e = z, it is easy to see Mo is the same as the one 
defined in the case m = 2. 
Now we concentrate on the example Mq, and show it is absolutely volume mini-
mizing. 
Let (a：!, y\,X2,2/2, xs, y^, .T4) be the coordinate of the graph(j]), where rj{x)= 
翁rrix , then the coordinates can be written as: 
(xi yi X2 y2 哉讲工 2 — \/5(3：10：2 + ^1^2) - A - '^V) ^ 
1’ 1 ， ， ‘ + yl + xl + yl' + yl + xl + yl ‘ 
The volume form of the graph{r]) is defined as 
volgraph{-n) = \ldet gijdxi A dyi 八 八 dy】. 
where (恥）is the Jacobian matrix of the graph. The entries of the Jacobian 
matrix are as follows 
gn = 9^1 + 4(6rci + + 6yl)/4(xj + + rcg + 逊， 
gi2 二 921 = 5xiyi/4(xj + yf + x^ + 
913 二 ff3i = 一5(3:ci:C2 + 4yip2)/4(x^ + yi+X2 + vVh 
gi4 = 941 = 5(40：2?/1 — 3xiy2)/4{xl + ？/? + + yl), 
922 二 + 6x1 + + 9yl/4{xl + 2/? + xf + y幻， 
923 = 932 = H-3x2yi + 4xiy2)/A{xl + + ？ 
924 = 942 = -5(4X10:2 + 3yiy2)/4{xj + + + 
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933 = 9x1 + 4(6x? + 67/2 + yl)/A{xl + + x^ + y!), 
934 = 943 = 5x2y2/4(xj + + + yl), 
944 = 4(6a:2 + xl + 6y?) + ^yllA{x\ + + + yl). 
and det{gij) = 81 is constant at every point, hence 
volgraphiv) — 9obi 八 A dx2 A dy2. 
Pulling back the coassociative form and restricting it to this graph, we get 
(^5678 - ^5634 + 的478) |ffrap/i(,,)= 2(2xj + 2xi + — y^yj + 2 始 一 — 4yl)-
^lixl - 42/1 + A dyi A dx2 A 办2/(2：? + + + ？/！尸， 
(^•^2367) \9raph{r,)= -5(3；^ + 40；1^2?/1?/2 + ？/^ (^ l + 3?/? + “！) + x\[？+ y\ + 2yl))dXi 八 
dy\ 八 dx2 八 dy2l2�:c\ + + yj + y汗, 
(W5274) lgraph(r})= -5(-4tiX2?/i?/2 + (pf + 从！尸 + x^Syf + + xf(yf + 2>yl))dxi 八 
dy\ A dx2 A dy2/2{x\ + 工^  + + 
(t^ 2468) \graph{,i)= _ + A i A + 3?/? + vl) + x\{2xl + + 2>yl))dxi A 
dyi A dx2 A 办2/2(2：? + xl + yl + ylf, 
(的 2 3 8 ) \9raph(n)= + 1 + + Vl) + 4工1工2_ + ^vlvl + A^'^vl + 八 
dyi A dx2 A dyil2{x\ + + i/f + 
Finally, we get 
(f> \graph{7j)= 9cbi 八 dy!八 A dy2. 
It shows that the coassociative calibration restrict to Mo equals to its volume 
form. Therefore, the cone on the graph of the Hopf map S^ —> is a calibrated 
submanifold in SO it is absolutely volume minimizing. 
This example motivates us to generalize this fact to the cone on the graph of high 
dimensional Hopf fibration. We hope to find the calibration in R^^ to determine 
whether the cone on the graph of S? S* is absolutely volume minimizing. 
However, this work is still under progress. 
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4.2 Cay ley calibration 
One of the most interesting nonclassical example of calibration is the Cayley 4-
form (f) on R®. This form is extensively studied by many people. Bryant [6] has 
proved that the Cayley form is a calibration in 肥，for any n. 
Def in i t ion 4.2.1 The 4-form 小 G 八 d e f i n e d by (f){x,y,z,w) = {x,y x z x w), 
for all z,w E O is called the Cayley calibration on O , where the cross product 
of three elements in O is defined as y x z x w = l{y{zw) - w{zy)). 
R e m a r k : {x,yxzxw) is alternating, so that the 4-form 小 is an exterior 4-form. 
Def in i t ion 4.2.2 An oriented A-plane ^ e G(4,8) C 八 i s called a Cayley 
A-plane if = 1. 
Theorem 4.2.1 The form (f) has comass one, i.e., < 1, for all^ e G(4,8) C 
八4•，and equality holds if and only if ^ is a Cayley A-plane. 
Proo f : Suppose x,y,z,w is an orthonormal basis for《，then \y x z x w\ = 
y 八 2 八 = 1，hence by the Schwartz inequality. 
= {x,y X z X w) < \x\\y x z x w\ = 1. 
If we relate the Cayley form to the associative and coassociative forms, we have 
an elegant expression of the Cayley form. 
Propos i t i on 4.2.1 
0 = V A (p ijj, 
where if and ip are the associative and coassociative calibration respectively. 
P r o o f : Write the elements in x E O as x = xi x', where xi is the first real 
coordinate and x' e ImO, the real part of y X 2 X if； is {y', z'w') and the imaginary 
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part is Wy.z.w] + yi\[w,z\ + zi\[y,w] + wi\[z,y\, then 
yxzxw = {y',z'w') + 
Therefore, 
(l)(x,y,z,w) = {x,y X z X w) 
={y\ z'w')xi + {x',w'z')yi + {x',y'w')zi 
+ {x',z'y')wi + {x,^[y,z,w]) 
=(1* A ip){x, y, 2’ w) + ip{x, y, z, w). 
Hence we can write the Cayley form in terms of axis 4-planes. 
Corol lary 4.2.1 (f) = a;i234 — ^ 1278 — ^ 1^638 — ^ 1^674 — — ^ 1^375 — ^ 1^485 + ^ 5678 " 
Ct^ 5634 _ ^5274 一 ^ ^5238 + ^3478 + ^2468 + ^2367-
Also, if we relate the Cayley form to the complex structure associated to e = 
(0，1) G IHI X H, we have 
Propos i t ion 4.2.2 Consider the complex structure Jg onO = C^, let u denote 
the Kdhler form associated with this complex structure, and identify H 6 O with 
e C4. Then 
(j) = —^rUJ A a; + Re{dz), 
Li 
where dz = dzi 八 dz2 A dzs 八 dz4，where <21，22，2:3，24 are the complex coordinates 
on 0 = C\ 
Proo f : Using the standard basis of O, the Kdhler form u = 0；15+0；26+ 3^7+ 4^8 
with respect to the complex structure Je, and dzi = uJi-\- Je站+4，for i = 1,2,3,4. 
Then compare —…八 a; + Re{dz) with the Cayley form written in terms of the 
axis 4-planes. The proof is complete. 
Propos i t ion 4.2.3 The Cayley form (f) is fixed by the group Spin{7). 
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Proof : By Proposition 3.1.4’ we get that spin{7) is generated by {R^ : u e 
S^ C ImO}. Suppose u e S^ C ImO. Since (^ (a;八 y A 么八 w;) is the real part of 
xxyxzxw, (t)�:cu/\yu/\zu/\wii) = Re{xuxyuxzuxwu) = Re{u{xxyxzxw)u)= 
\\u\\'^Re(x X y X z X w) = (f)(x f\z t\w�, thus the proof is completed. 
Now let us turn our attention to the contact set of the Cayley calibration. 
First we give another useful definition of Spin(7) using the vector representation. 
Identify V{7) ^ ImO with EndR^O) 0 Endft(0) by 
( R 0 \ 
1/(7) ^ { “ luelmO}. 
乂 0 —Ru 
By the fundamental lemma of Clifford algebras, we get C7(7) = EndR(0) 0 
EndniO), and Cie騰(J) ^ EndniO). 
Because g e belongs to Spin{7) if and only if = 1 {i.e.,g e 0 (8 ) ) 
and given u e V{7) = ImO, there exist w e V{7) = ImO such that 
g o R^ o g-�=R 切. 
Apply both sides to 1 E O then we get 
w = g{9~\u)). 
Therefore, if p G Spin{7), the vector representation X g ( 収 ) = f o r all 
u e ImO. Moreover, apply g o Ru o g-！ = R^ to g{v), then 
g{uv) = g{v)xg{u), f o r a l l G / m O a n d u e O . 
Consequently, we can define 
Spin(7) = {ge S0(8) : g{uv) = g{u)xg{v), for all u,v e •}• 
Theorem 4.2.2 The action of Spin{7) on G{(j)) is transitive with isotropy sub-
group K = Sp{l) X Sp(l) X Sp(l)/Z2. 
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P r o o f : Suppose that ^ G Let x,y,z,w be an oriented orthonormal basis 
for Since Spin{7) acts transitively on with the isotropy group G2, we may 
choose "0 € Spin{7) such that " 0 � = 1 , also the subgroup of Spin{7) fixing 
1 € O contains G2. By Proposition 4.2.1 • = 1* A ip + hence go{y A z A w) 
is an associative 3-plane in ImO. Therefore, there is a g-i G G2 C Spin{7) such 
that gigo(y f\z l\w) = i Let g = gogi, we have ^ ( 0 = 1 八 i 八 j 八 /c. i.e., 
Spin{7) acts transitively on 
The action of on O is given by 
g(a + be) = qsaqi + (仍6办)e, for all a, 6 G H. 
where g =(仍，仍’ 93) e Sp{l) x Sp(l) x Sp{l). The subgroup of Sp{l) x Sp(l) x 
Sp{l) acting as the identity on O is Z2. Since Spin{7) = {g E 5 0 ( 8 ) : g{uv)= 
g{u)xg{v), for all u,v e • } ’ the action gives an embedding K w Spin(7). It 
is easy to check that K fixes o^ = 1 /\ i /\ j K, so K C KQ where KQ is the 
isotropy subgroup of Spin(7) at ^o- On the other hand, suppose g e KQ with 
gf(l) = X e by normalizing it we may assume g'(l) = 1, then g belongs to the 
isotropy subgroup of G2 at i 八 j 八 /c, and by Theorem 4.1.3, g E K. 
Remark : The description of as a Grassmannian was discussed in Chap-
ter 3 Proposition 3.3.2. A more familiar interpretation of as a homoge-
nous space is by noting that K contains the center of Spin{7), namely Z2. 
Thus, Spin(7)/K ^ (办切(7)/忍2)/(/(/忍2). Since Spin{7)/Z2 = 5 0 ( 7 ) and 
A7Z2 = 5 0 ( 3 ) 5 0 ( 4 ) . Therefore, we get an isomorphism 
G �兰 50(7) /5 '0 (3)S '0 (4) ^ G(3,M^). 
Bryant and Harvey provide the higher dimensional analogue of the Cayley cal-
ibration in [6]. They consider the Cayley form 0 in a very natural way as a 
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4-form on tf. For each unit imaginary quaternion u e S^ C /mH, the right 
multiplication by u, RuP = pu, defines an orthogonal complex structure. Let 
uju{p, q) = {RuP, q) denote the standard Kdhler form with respect to the com-
plex structure Ru. After choosing the complex structure K, the Cayley form can 
be expressed as: 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
(PK = "2^7 - 矿 J + 2^ /c-
This (f)K provides a calibration on H"- for any n. (see Theorem 4.2.3) 
Proposit ion 4.2.4 Under the quaternionic isomorphism L : —^  O defined by 
L(a, b) = a + {khk)e, where k, e is the octonion basis ofO, the Cayley form can 
be pulled back to (pK ^  A'^H^ as 
P r o o f : Suppose = (1,0)*,…^：)‘ = (/c,0)*,d)^ = (0,1)*, • •-a)® = {0,k)* form 
the standard basis for 八丄蛇 and • • - uj^  denote the standard dual basis for O. 
The linear isomorphism defined as L(a, b) = a{kbk)e pulls back uP to Co^ when 
j = 1,2,3,4，5,8，and pulls back to -GP when j = 6,7. 
By the definition of Kdhler form, we get 
uJi{x,y) = (xi,y), ujj{x,y) = {xj,y), ujK{x,y) = {xk,y). 
Hence 
, -12 - 3 4 丄,-,56 - 7 8 UJj = U — U + U — U , 
, , -13 -42 _L -,57 -86 UJj = UJ — UJ + UJ — UJ , 
, -14 - 2 3 , - 5 8 - 6 7 = (J — LO +0； — UJ . 
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So, 
(/>!< = + ^J - (^K) 
=d)1234 + 1^278 + 1^638 _ 1^674 + 1^265 + 1^375 _ 1^485 
+ cD5678 + 5^634 + 5^274 — 5^238 _ 3^478 _ 2^468 + 2^367_ 
and the Cayley form is 
^ — , ,1234 , ,1278 , ,1638 , ,1674 , ,1265 , ,1375 , ,1485 
(p = LU — U) 一 LO — UJ — UJ — UJ — LU 
丄，，5678 , ,5634 , ,5274 , ,5238 丄，,3478 丄,,2468 丄，，2367 十 CJ — UJ — UJ — UJ + UJ 十 CJ + U! . 
Therefore, (j)K = L* (•). 
Corollary 4.2.2 Suppose V is a quaternionic 2-plane in IHr\ Then (f)K\v is a 
calibration. That is， 
MO < 1, for all ^eGRiA,V). 
For any p,q £ H", since the standard Kahler form with respect to the complex 
structure Ru, can be written as uju(p, q) = (u, e(p, q)), where e(p, q) is the standard 
quaternionic hermitian bilinear form on HT"，then each form Uu 6 八2(IFF)* is fixed 
by Sp{n). Let I = Ri,J = Rj, K = Rk denote the standard basis for ImM acting 
on m . Then 
q) = (P, q) + i^iiP, q) + q) + q). 
The group Sp{l) acts on IHT" on the right inducing an action on {uu ： u e ImM}: 
Ru^u = ^vuv, or u — vuv = xMu, 
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where x is the standard double cover of S0(3) by Sp�=Spin(3). 
Remark : Identify A = {aij) G Symz{R) with 
A = aiiujj + ai2UJi f\u)j axzui 八ujk 
+ ai2^j 八 O；/ + + a23UJj 八 OJK 
+ CLULUK 八 Co*/ + a2Z<^K /\�J — 0,331^ K-
Then the action of Sp{l) on the form A is just the conjugate action of 50(3) on 
SymsiR) sending A h gAg^, with g = x{v) ^ S0{3). 
Definition 4.2.3 The quatemionic unitary group is the subgroup of 
generated by Sp{n) x Sp{l) defined by 
Sp{n).办(1) = Sp(n) X Sp(l)/Z2. 
Definition 4.2.4 The 4-form 4>!� determined by the choice of complex structure 
K is 
Since the action of Sp(l) on : u e ImM} is given by R>u = ujyuv, the two 
circles 
S^ = {(cost) + (smt)RK : t e R } 
RiS^ = {(cos t)Rj + (sin t)Rj : t e R} 
fix the 4-form ^k- Moreover, by the Remark in page 54，the action of Sp{l) 
on (j)K can be viewed as the conjugate action of 50(3) on the diagonal matrix 
{-全,一全，全}. Since the subgroup of 50(3) fixes this diagonal matrix is 0(2) x Z2, 
then the subgroup of Sp(l) that fixes (f)K is exactly S^ U RjS^. 
Lemma 4.2.1 Let H = {g e 50(H") : g*(})K = </>/(} denotes the subgroup of 
orthogonal transformations on IHP which fix (j)K • Then 
H = Spin(J�, when n = 2. 
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H 二 Spin) • (S^ U RiS^), when n > 2. 
Proo f : When n = 2’ by Proposition 4.2.4’ H = Spin(7) is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that the subgroup in 50 (8 ) fixes the Cayley form is 
Spin{7). 
When n > 2, from the discussion above, we know that the group Sp(n)-{S^uRjS^) 
fixes the 4-form (/>/(’ hence Sp{n). {S^ U RiS^) C H. 
Consider the identity component of H, it is a closed normal subgroup of H 
and contains Sp{n), so it acts transitively on C H". By a theorem of Borel, 
a group that acts transitively on the sphere must be one of Sp(n), Sp(n) • P ( P i s a 
subgroup of 5p( l ) ) , S[/(2n), U(2n), S0{4n), Spin� or Spin{9). By checking all 
the possibilities for H, finally we can get that H = Sp(n) -P is the only one fixes 
小！^. Since H�contains S^ 二 { (cosi ) + (sint)RK ： t e R} and does not contain 
{e } -5p ( l ) , hence H�= Sp{n)-S\ Because H^ is the normal subgroup of H, Sp{n) 
is also the normal subgroup of H. Since Sp{n) has no outer automorphism, the 
element h in H can be written as h = Az, where A e Sp(n) and z = A-^h e H 
commutes with Sp{n), hence z must in 5^1)，therefore, H C Sp(n) • By 
the discussion above, we must have H = Sp{n) . (S^ U RiS^). 
Theorem 4.2.3 The fundamental four form 
is a calibration in HP. i.e., 
MO < for all 
and the equality holds if and only if span^^ C V for some quatemionic 2-plane 
V C M".. 
Since the identification IHP = � j C " provides a complex linear isomorphism 
H" = C^". Each p,g G H" can be uniquely expressed as p = z + jw,q = $ + j” 
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with e \ 
Then e(p, q) can be expressed as 
q) = pq = z^-i-wr) - j{zr) — w^). 
Let H{p, q) = wr] and a{p, q) = zt] — w^. Comparing with e(p, q) = (p, q) + 
i⑴I、p, q) + j^MP, Q) + kuKijP, q), we get 
!! = (,}+ icjj, and cr = uj — iuj{. 
Hence the 4-form (j)K can be written as 
(t>K = — 去 W ? - 臺 i W . 
The proof of Theorem 4.2.3 based on the next lemma. 
L e m m a 4.2.2 The 4-form \Rea'^ e 八‘C?" is a calibration, i.e., 
< 1, for all 
If the equality holds, then there exists a quatemionic 2-plane V C C?" with span 
vcv. 
P r o o f : Note that a = obi 八—i H——dZnA dwn, hence is bidegree 4，0 with 
respect to the complex structure / , therefore, if ^ G Gi?(4, HP) contains a complex 
line, then � = 0 . The reason is as follow: we assume — ei 八 /e i A 62 A 63 
contains the complex line span {ei, Jei}，then ei 八 le: has bidegree 1,1, while 
62 A 63 can be written as the sum of bidegree 2,0，1,1，0,2, therefore, ^ has no 
bidegree 4，0 component. 
For each 77 G GR(4, H") can be put in the following form by Lemma 2.2.1, 
rj = ei A (cos 6*1/61 +sin 6162)八 63 A (008^2^63 + sin 6264), 
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where e：，62, es, 64 is part of a unitary basis for C^" and 0 < < 7r/2, < < tt. 
Then 
= sin^i sin A 62 A 63 A 64). 
Zi Ld 
Thus attains its maximum value when r] = ei Ae2 Aes Ae4 is /-isotropic. 
Now assume that attains its maximum. Choose a unit vector ei 6 
span7], then 77 = e A r where r is /-isotropic 3-vector in {eijiei)•丄.Complete 
ei to a quaternionic orthonormal basis ei,€2,• • •，e„, the subspace { e i , / e i }丄= 
jC © thus {span r) n ( {0 } x M"—” — 0. Then we can choose €2 in span r. 
Hence 
= ei 八 e2 八 /?， 
where (5 G G ( 2 , j C e j C � M"—” is an /-isotropic 2-plane. 
Therefore, 
\Recj\r^) = \Re(j\e, A 62 A/?) = (e2j(ei 
Now we use the coordinate formulas for uj and ujk on the quternionic axis 2-plane 
- c j ] = —(1)1234 + ^1357 + ^1368 + ^2457 + 2^468 _ ^5678 
2 J 
1 ,2 -1234 丄，-,1458 -1467 -.2358 丄,-,2367 -.5678 ~ + UJ — U — U + UJ — UJ 
Since = and e^  = 
(e2�(ei�|i?ea;3))(/?) = 
= - c ^ , " )， 
Therefore, 
A €2 A /?) 二 + Cj'\(5). 
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The two form -iD^'^ + (D佔 jg ^ Kahler form with complex structure e, so it is a 
calibration in C", thus 
This proves that ^Rea^ is a calibration. Moreover, if equality holds, then span 
P is contained in the four dimensional space spanned by the 3,4’ 7,8 coordinate 
axes in H^. Therefore, span 7]== span ei A €2 八 is contained in H^. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3 : By Lemma 2.2.1, each e can be put 
in the following form 
= ei A (cos^i/ei + sin ^162)八 63 A (cos + sin ^264). 
Thus, 
^ = - cos 01 cos 6261 A lei A 63 A le^ - cos 9i sin 8261 A lei A 63 A 64 
- s i n di cos 没261 A 62 A 63 A le^ - sin Oi sin 6261 A 62 A 63 A 64. 
Therefore, 
械 ) 二 -l^KO - 臺 ⑷ 
= c o s 01 COS 02 + sin 没 1 sin 92^Rea^{ei 八 62 A 63 A 64). 
Because of Lemma 4.2.2’ ^Rea^iei 八 62 A 63 八 64) < 1 and with equality if span 
{ei,e2,63,64} C V for some quaternionic plane V C IHP, then < 1, i.e.,小仄 
is a calibration. 
Moreover, if (j)K{i) = 1, then \Rea'^[ei 八 62 A 63 八 e4) = 1. Since the real span of 
4 is contained in the M-span of {61,62,63,64}, hence span ^ CV. 
We end this section by determining when a 4-form 6 八‘(HT")* defined 
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by 
^{A) = aiiujj + auuji Auj + aisUj 八 UJK 
+ /\UJi + a22^ j + CL2Z<^J 八叫 c 
+ CLU^ K A CJ/ + a23UJK 八 + assLoj^  
is a calibration. 
Each A = (aij) E SyrriR⑶ can be put in a diagonal form, with diagonal entries 
A = (Ai, A2, A3). <l>(yl) is a calibration if and only if the diagonal form is a 
calibration [6]. Hence determining for which A the form is a calibration can 
be reduced to determining when the diagonal 4-forms 
<|)(A) = Ai^ cjf + X2^ujj + Xs^ujI 
is a calibration. 
Theorem 4.2.4 The 4-form $(A) G 八(IF)* is a calibration if and only if X = 
(入1，入2，入3) G lies in the convex body defined by |Aj| < l,j = 1,2,3 and 
IA1+A2 + A3I < 1. 
Theorem 4.2.5 (Classification n > 3). The calibration with A on the 
boundary of the convex body described in Theorem 4.2.4 can be classified as fol-
lows: 
(1) Cayley : ^k correspond to the vertices with two of the Ai, A2, A3 equal 
to —1 and one equal 1. 
(2) anti-Cayley : -^k correspond to the vertices with two of the 
Ai，A2，A3 equal to 1 and one equal —1. 
(3) Kdhler: The midpoints of these edges yield the calibrations : \uJj, 
(4) anti-Kdhler: The midpoints of these edges yield the calibrations : 
- M ， - K 
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(5) special isotropic: The midpoints of six nontrivial edges joining a Cayley ver-
tex to an anti-Cayley vertex yield the calibrations : ^{lj^j — cjf()，^{uj^ - uj), 
(6) quatemionic: The calibration a = + ^ujj + ^uj^) corresponds to all the 
\j, j = 1,2,3 equal to 
(7) antiquatemionic: The calibration : a = —5(5。？ + + ^(^k) corresponds 
to all the Xj, j = 1,2，3 equal to — 
(8) K-complex and a-isotropic: The midpoints of these six faces yield the calibra-
tion : 
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